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The Elmwood Cemetery Office and Entrance Bridge, located adjacent to each other, are 
at the main entrance to Elmwood Cemetery. The cemetery itself was founded in 1852, and 
has played an important role in the city's history. Over one thousand Civil War soldiers 
are buried at Elmwood, including fourteen Confederate generals and one Union general. 
Most of the victims of Memphis 1 yellow fever epidemics of the 1870s are interred at 
Elmwood; the cemetery also houses many of the city's mayors and political figures 
prominent since the 1850s, as well as two governors of Tennessee.

The main entrance to Elmwood Cemetery is impressive. An arched bridge, (ca. 1900) 
providing for one lane of automobile traffice, spans four railroad tracks. At the 
northern approach to the bridge, a wrought iron sign identifying Elmwood Cemetery 
crosses the bridge. It is supported by rectangular wrought iron posts embellished 
with elaborate iron filigree. These posts rest on the bridge columns, which are 
limestone. ...'.,,

The bridge itself is of cement construction/ with recessed rectangular niches emphasizing 
the graceful arch and the length of the bridge. At each edge of the bridge, outside 
the concrete railings, is a pedestrian walkway* The southern edge of the bridge is 
marked with double iron gates of elaborate wrought iron which can be closed to bar the 
cemetery grounds to traffic. Two large wrought iron lanterns, which no longer have their 
original glass sides, mark the southern end of the bridge.

At the southeastern corner of the Entrance Bridge stands the Elmwood Cemetery Office. The 
office is housed in a Gothic cottage, circa 1880. The cottage walls are shiplap, with 
rectangular windows and a brick foundation. The office entrance is on the west side of 
the building, facing the roadway. Elaborate iron planters with scalloped urns and 
elaborately shaped legs, frame the cottage. A porch extends from the western side of 
the cottage, supported by rectangular wooden columns and framed by three gothic arches. 
Steps are placed at each end of the porch, passing under additional arches whidhsminor 
the gothic shape found in the porch. A wooden railing enclosed the porch and steps on 
the western edge. On the east side is a small, one-story, shed wing.

The cottage is topped by a standing seam metal roof which is steeply pitched. At each 
eave of the roof is an elaborately carved barge board trim. A small steeple shaped finial 
appears on the roof ridge at the northern edge; a brick chimney is at the southern edge 
of the roof ridge.

Two additions have been made to the office. The first of these, a pentagonal bay to the 
south, was added about 1900 to provide a waiting room. The five-sided bay has windows on 
three sides, with a roof sloping upward and meeting the eave of the cottage.

At the same time the bayed room was added to the office, in about 1900, a one-story brick 
vault was added to the northern end of the structure to house the cemetery records. Its 
flat roof is topped by a metal bell tower, which supports a large bell. The bell was 
originally located at the State Female Cottage in Memphis, which was active in the 1870s. 
The interior of the office building still has many of its original features. The original 
walnut desk and oak panelling are still in place. In the bay-sided room originally used 
as a reception room is located the fireplace, with its oak carved mantel and dark green 
ceramic tile hearth.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The Elmwood Cemetery Office is the only known surviving example of the Gothic Cottage 
style of architecture in Memphis. A preliminary survey conducted by the Memphis Land- 
markes Commission confirms this. Although other similar buildings once stood in the 
city, these have been removed. The unusual porch trim, while frequently found in 
Middle Tennessee,rarely appears west of the Tennessee River. Pentagonal bays have 
been occasionally added to country churches in the state, but this is the only such ! 
element discovered to date attached to a secular building. The decorative barge board 
trim is distinctive; a comparable"example of this style of Victorian ornamentation' has 
not been discovered in Memphis. The building is in gpod repair and appears structurally 
sound. It still serves as the cemetery office and records repository. The"volunteer 
board, which administers Elmwood Cemetery, has agreed to expend $40,000 to restore the 
Office Building.

The gracefully arched Entrance Bridge spans the deep cut for the railroad tracks. Memphis 
has dozens of small concrete bridges which are of post and lintel construction, but the 
Elmwood bridge is the only known single lane, arched bridge in the city. It was 
recently restored and remains in good condition.
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